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INTRODUCTION

The difference between leadership and management is important to understand. What makes a leader credible? Part of the answer is the ability to ‘influence’ others – organisations get more from motivated teams than groups of individuals.

Leadership makes this happen, it is a skill that involves understanding a number of core management concepts then being able to put these into practice. How to ‘master’ people management & team leadership can be taught and makes a tangible difference to the manager, the team and the organization.

This training seminar will highlight:
- Understanding and defining the key aspects and potential of your role
- How to be more effective, increase personal impact, make better use of time, and delegate appropriately
- Appreciate the benefits of clear communication, influence through building rapport, how to recognize and then manage conflict
- Key factors and steps in team building, people management and how to motivate
- Mastering people management & team leadership through dynamic coaching, mentoring and development

OBJECTIVES

This training seminar will introduce the fundamental principles of how to effectively manage people and lead teams, and show participants how to share this knowledge through active coaching and mentoring.

At the end of this training seminar, you will learn to:
- Understand your role as manager and leader
- Establish clear objectives and standards of performance for your teams
- Manage your workload using effective prioritisation and delegation techniques
- Maximise your influencing skills through skilled communication
- Build an effective team and exceed expectations

TRAINING METHODOLOGY

The training seminar uses a range of approaches to learning, including experiential group activities, individual exercises, mini-case studies, role plays and syndicate discussions. Formal inputs are used to introduce underpinning theory. A key part of the learning process is sharing the differing experiences participants bring, as well as experimenting with novel – and sometimes challenging – techniques. A psychometric instrument will be used to generate a personality profile, which will contribute to your understanding of your preferences and personal style.

ORGANISATIONAL IMPACT

Managers who have shared and practised different ways of performing the key leadership functions offer increased self-awareness, flexibility and confidence. They are better able to stand back from the everyday detail and focus on longer-term organisational needs, secure in the knowledge that their team are competent and motivated to deal with operational tasks.

PERSONAL IMPACT

Participants will be exposed to a range of different approaches to leadership and management practice, allowing them to select those most suitable for their situation and personal style. The opportunity to experiment with key techniques before applying them in the workplace will help build the confidence to move beyond traditional assumptions about the ‘right’ way to manage.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

This training seminar facilitates the transfer of knowledge regards how to manage and lead. It combines technical theory ‘book smarts’ with real life experience ‘street smarts’. It is applicable for all levels and functions within a company. This training seminar is suitable to a wide range of professionals but will greatly benefit:
- Those who need to develop their understanding about leadership, management and communication
- Those who are looking for business gains and benefits from managing their teams more effectively
- Leaders and managers responsible for working through others to achieve company goals
# SEMINAR OUTLINE

## DAY 1
**Understanding Your Role**
- Leader or manager?
- Self-perception
- Beyond the job description: finding out what your organisation requires of you
- Balancing conflicting stakeholder demands
- Understanding the nature of change
- A model for implementing change

## DAY 2
**Personal Effectiveness, Time Management and Delegation**
- Understanding yourself and your organisational environment
- Outcome orientation
- Setting personal and team objectives
- Managing performance
- Finding and using time effectively
- A model for effective delegation

## DAY 3
**Communication, Influence and Conflict Management**
- Channels of communication
- Effective listening skills
- Emotions and rapport
- Persuasion and negotiation: the keys to personal influence
- Managing conflict assertively

## DAY 4
**Team Building, People Management and Motivation**
- How high-performing teams work?
- Identifying team roles
- Teams in practice: teambuilding exercise
- Motivation and reward
- Building and sharing a vision
- Different approaches to leadership

## DAY 5
**Enhancing Team Performance through Coaching and Development**
- How people learn?
- Coaching for personal and team growth
- Feedback skills
- Development planning
- Next steps
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

- Fees – Each fee is inclusive of documentation, lunch and refreshments served during the entire seminar.
- Mode of Payment – The delegate has the option to pay the course fee directly or request to send an invoice to his/her company/sponsor. Credit card and cheque payments are both acceptable.
- Cancellation / Substitution – Request for seminar cancellation must be made in writing & received three (3) weeks prior to the seminar date. A US$ 250.00 processing fee will be charged per delegate for each cancellation. Thereafter, we regret that we are unable to refund any fees due, although in such cases we would be happy to welcome a colleague who would substitute for you.
- Hotel Accommodation – is not included in the course fee. A reduced corporate rate and a limited number of rooms may be available for attendees wishing to stay at the hotel venue. Requests for hotel reservations should be made at least three (3) weeks prior to the commencement of the seminar. All hotel accommodation is strictly subject to availability and terms and conditions imposed by the hotel will apply.
- Attendance Certificate – a certificate of attendance will only be awarded to those delegates who successfully completed/attended the entire seminar including the awarding of applicable Continuing Professional Education Units/Hours.
- Force Majeure – any circumstances beyond the control of the Company may necessitate postponement, change of seminar venue or substitution of assigned instructor. The Company reserves the right to exercise this clause and implement such amendments.
- Fair Access / Equal Opportunities – In the provision of its services as a world-class Training Provider, the Company is committed to provide fair access/equal opportunities throughout the delivery of its courses and assessment leading to the completion of training seminars, or 3rd party qualifications/certifications.

Date Venue Fees
01 - 05 May 2017 London $5,500
15 - 19 May 2017 London $5,500
10 - 14 Jul 2017 New York $6,950
07 - 11 Aug 2017 Toronto $6,950
11 - 15 Sep 2017 Prague $5,500
25 - 29 Sep 2017 Amsterdam $5,500
30 Oct - 03 Nov 2017 London $5,500
11 - 15 Dec 2017 New York $6,950
08 - 12 Jan 2018 London $5,500
25 - 29 Sep 2017 Amsterdam $5,500
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11 - 15 Dec 2017 New York $6,950
08 - 12 Jan 2018 London $5,500
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Connect with Us On LinkedIn
Scan the QR Code* to visit and connect to our LinkedIn profile.

*Requires QR code reader/scanner application to be installed on your smartphone.